Molecular determinants of non-specific recognition of delta, mu, and kappa opioid receptors.
Identification of the molecular determinants of recognition common to all three opioid receptors embedded in a single three-dimensional (3D) non-specific recognition pharmacophore has been carried out. The working hypothesis that underlies the computational study reported here is that ligands that bind with significant affinity to all three cloned opioid receptors, delta, mu, and kappa, but with different combinations of activation and inhibition properties at these receptors, could be promising behaviorally selective analgesics with diminished side effects. The study presented here represents the first step towards the rational design of such therapeutic agents. The common 3D pharmacophore developed for recognition of delta, mu, and kappa opioid receptors was based on the receptor affinities determined for 23 different opioid ligands that display no specificity for any of the receptor subtypes. The pharmacophore centers identified are a protonated amine, two hydrophobic groups, and the centroid of an aromatic group in a geometric arrangement common to all 23, non-specific, opioid ligands studied. Using this three-dimensional pharmacophore as a query for searching 3D structural databases, novel compounds potentially involved in non-specific recognition of delta, mu, and kappa opioid receptors were retrieved. These compounds can be valuable candidates for novel behaviorally selective analgesics with diminished or no side effects, and thus with potential therapeutic usefulness.